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a b s t r a c t

While the desired microstructure of the state-of-the-art Ni-YSZ anode for a solid oxide fuel

cell (SOFC) based on YSZ is well known, the anode microstructure for a SOFC based on

a proton conductor is yet to be optimized. In this study, we examined the effect of anode

porosity on the performance of a SOFC based on BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3�d (BZCYYb),

a mixed ion (proton and oxygen anion) conductor with high ionic conductivity at inter-

mediate temperatures. Three cells with Ni-BZCYYb cermet anodes of different porosities

(37%, 42%, and 50%) and identical electrolytes and cathode components were fabricated

and tested. Under typical fuel cell operating conditions, the cell with anode of the lowest

porosity (37%), prepared without pore former, achieved the highest performance,

demonstrating a peak power density of 1.2 W/cm2 at 750 �C. This is radically different from

the results of Ni-YSZ anodes for YSZ based cells, where high anode porosity (w55%) is

necessary to achieve high performance. The observed increase in performance (or elec-

trocatalytic activity for anode reactions) is attributed primarily to the unique microstruc-

ture of the anode fabricated without the use of pore forming precursors.

Copyright ª 2012, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction strength, and ease of fabrication. However, the conductivity of
Fuel cells are devices that convert chemical energy to elec-

trical energy and heat directly, and reduce greenhouse gas

emissions when compared to conventional technologies [1].

Among all types of fuel cells, solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)

have the potential to offer the highest chemical to electrical

energy conversion efficiency, and have the flexibility to use

a wide range of fuels, including hydrocarbons, coal gas,

biomass, and other renewable fuels [2e6]. In state-of-the-art

SOFCs, yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is used for the electro-

lyte due to its high ionic conductivity in the temperature range

800 �C-1000 �C, excellent chemical stability, good mechanical
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YSZ decreases rapidly as the temperature is reduced, making

it unsuitable for intermediate temperature SOFCs (IT-SOFCs).

New electrolyte materials based on doped barium cerate and

zirconate, such as BZCY [7] and BZCYYb [8], have attracted

wide attention due to high ionic conductivity at intermediate

temperatures (450 �Ce750 �C). These materials are mixed ion

conductors, allowing transport of both proton and oxygen

anion. Their transference numbers depend on composition

and testing conditions. Under typical fuel cell operating

conditions the BaCeO3-based SOFCs have significant proton

conduction. The high ionic conductivity at intermediate

temperatures originates from the low activation energy for
ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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protonic defect transport (approximately 0.4e0.6 eV [9]) when

compared to that for oxygen vacancy transport (approxi-

mately 1.1 eV [10]) [7,11]. BaCeO3-based proton conducting

electrolytes, particularly, have been studied extensively for

use in IT-SOFCs [7,12e15].

SOFC anodes are commonly composed of nickel, which is

inexpensive but electrocatalytically active for hydrogen

oxidation at SOFC operating temperatures [16]. Cermet anodes

are fabricated by mixing NiO and an ionically conducting

oxide (e.g., an electrolyte) followed by reduction of NiO to

Ni(metal) upon exposure to a fuel during the first hours of

SOFC operation. Reduction of NiO creates porosity in the

anode which is needed for gas-phase diffusion. The contig-

uous nickel metal creates electronic conduction pathways

throughout the anode. Both porosity and electronic conduc-

tion are critical for the functions of a SOFC anode. The ion-

conducting phase of the cermet anode, often identical to the

electrolyte material of the cell to match TECs, forms a frame-

work primarily responsible for structural support of the cell,

maintenance of anodemicrostructure throughout the lifetime

of cell operations, intimate contact with the dense electrolyte,

and extension of the triple phase boundaries (gas, electronic

conductor, ionic conductor) into the porous anode to increase

the number of active sites for fuel oxidation [17,18]. In the

literature BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3-d (BZCYYb) [8] has been used

successfully as the ceramic component of the cermet anode

for SOFCs. The Ni-BZCYYb cermet anode also demonstrated

resistance to coking and sulfur poisoning under hydrocarbon

and H2S contaminated fuels [8].

The state-of-the-art YSZ based oxygen anion conducting

SOFC has been widely studied. The effect of anode micro-

structure (such as porosity, pore size, anode support thick-

ness, and Ni to YSZ ratio) of a Ni-YSZ cermet anode on fuel cell

performance has been systematically investigated [19e21].

For example, the optimal porosity in the Ni-YSZ cermet anode

is higher than the porosity that is formed simply from the

reduction of NiO. Higher porosity is achieved by adding pore

formers, such as graphite, carbon black, or corn starch, in the

early fabrication steps which burn out from the substrate

during sintering in air, leaving pores for gas diffusion. In

a thorough parameter investigation [20] of a YSZ-based cell,

the Ni-YSZ cermet anode porosity was varied between 32%

and 76%, in four test cells, by controlling the amount of pore

former added to the precursor powders. With other parame-

ters held constant, the peak power density varied from

w0.72W/cm2 for a cell with anode porosity of 32% tow1.55W/

cm2 for a cell with anode porosity of 57%; the increase in

porosity significantly enhanced the performance [20]. This

study, as well as others [19], require that pore formers be

added in oxygen anion conducting SOFC anodes to create

adequate porosity (w55%) to achieve high cell performance.

Proton conducting SOFCs differ from oxygen anion con-

ducting SOFCs by where the products of the overall fuel cell

reaction are formed. In oxygen anion conducting SOFCs,

water is formed at the anode, diluting the fuel and thus

reducing the Nernst potential. In contrast, water develops at

the cathode in proton conducting SOFCs and the fuel remains

pure. During routine operation, excess air is present at the

cathode, therefore water formation at the cathode in proton

conducting SOFCs has a minimal effect on cell voltage [22,23].
Because cell reaction water is formed at the cathode in proton

conducting SOFCs, less porosity is needed for water diffusion

when compared to oxygen anion conducting SOFCs. Although

BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3-d (BZCYYb) has partial oxygen anion

conduction when used as the electrolyte in IT-SOFCs, much

less water will be formed at the anode due to significant

proton conduction.

Due to the difference of water formation location in proton

conducting and oxygen anion conducting SOFCs, anodes with

different porosities must be used in each type of SOFC to

optimize performance. However, in the work of proton

conductor based anode supported cells, 20 wt%-25 wt% pore

former has been used in the anode support, in keeping with

the conventional SOFC anode porosity used in YSZ-based cells

[24,25], and the reported performance is not high. Even though

some optimization of the anode microstructure has been

done, such as adding an anode functional layer between the

anode and electrolyte to improve the interface, the perfor-

mance remains low (w300 mW/cm2 at 700 �C) [24].
A recent study [17] revealed the uniquemicrostructure that

is formedwhen no pore formers are used in the nickel-cermet

anode fabrication process using the commonly studied mixed

conductor, BaZr0.6Ce0.2Y0.2O3-d. However, thematerial was not

tested in an electrochemical device and the electrochemical

properties of the microstructure were not studied. A study of

correlation between microstructure and electrochemical

performance in proton conducting anode supported SOFCs is

lacking in the literature.

In this work, we investigated the effect of anode porosity

on the performance of proton conducting SOFCs based on

BZCYYb. Cells with Ni-BZCYYb cermet anodes of varying

porosity are fabricated and tested. A sample with 50% anode

porosity was fabricated for comparison to the optimized YSZ

cell in the literature. However, high performance is observed

in the SOFCswith anodes of low porosity (37%). This is in stark

contrast to the conventional anode porosity (w55%) optimi-

zation trend for YSZ-based, oxygen anion conducting SOFCs.

This work provides a new understanding for the rational

development of high performance, intermediate temperature

SOFCs based on proton conducting electrolytes.
2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3-d (BZCYYb) was prepared by the

solidestate reaction method from barium carbonate (Sigma

Aldrich,�99%, BaCO3), zirconiumoxide (AlfaAesar, 99%, ZrO2),

cerium(IV) oxide (Aldrich, 99.9%, CeO2), yttrium(III) oxide (Alfa

Aesar, 99.99%, Y2O3), and ytterbium(III) oxide (Alfa Aesar,

99.9%, Yb2O3) precursor powders in stoichiometric ratio.

Powders were ball-milled for 24 h in ethanol, dried for 24 h,

crushed, and calcined at 1100 �C for 10 h. The process was

repeated to achieve the pure perovskite phase. The cermet

anode was prepared by mixing nickel oxide (Alfa Aesar, NiO)

and BZCYYbpowders. TheNiO andBZCYYbpowderswere ball

milled in ethanol for 24h to achieve a homogeneous mixture,

then dried. The nickel oxide to BZCYYb ratio was adjusted so

that the Ni (metal) to BZCYYb volume ratio was 1:1 in all

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.09.027
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Fig. 1 e SEM (backscattered electron) images

(Light-gray [ BZCYYb, Mid-gray [ Ni (metal), Dark-gray/

Black [ Epoxy) of A.) Ni-BZCYYb-0, B.) Ni-BZCYYb-10,

and C.)Ni-BZCYYb-20 anode microstructures.
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samples after reduction. Three separate samples, containing

0 wt%, 10 wt% and 20 wt% corn starch pore former, were

prepared from the NiOeBaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3-d mixture.

These samples are labeled Ni-BZCYYb-0, Ni-BZCYYb-10, Ni-

BZCYYb-20.

Button cells were fabricated by unixaial pressing

(124 MPa) anode supports (d ¼ 13 mm) with thickness of

w1 mm. The anode supports were fired at 800 �C for 2h to

remove pore formers. The sample containing no pore former

(Ni-BZCYYb-0) was also fired at 800 �C for consistency,

although it was not necessary to remove pore former. The

BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3-d electrolyte membrane was prepared

by a particle suspension coating process [26] on the anode

supports followed by co-firing at 1400 �C for 5h to achieve

a high density electrolyte. The final electrolyte thickness was

w15 mm. For the anode microstructure specific tests, the

anodes were fired under the same conditions but without

electrolyte. For full cell preparation, La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-d (LSCF,

Fuel Cell Materials)-BZCYYb (7:3 weight ratio) powders

were mixed with V-006 and acetone to form a cathode

slurry, which was brush-painted on the BZCYYb electro-

lyte, followed by firing at 1000 �C for 2h to form a porous

LSCF-BZCYYb cathode on the BZCYYb electrolyte sup-

ported cell with an effective cathode area of 0.3 cm2. The

same cathode was used in each cell to compare the

change in performance based on changes in anode

microstructure alone. Silver wire and silver paste (Heareus)

was used for current collection.

Bar samples (16 mm � 3.3 mm � 2.15 mm) were prepared

by uniaxial pressing of the NiO-BZCYYb-0, NiO-BZCYYb-10,

andNiO-BZCYYb-20 anode powders for electrical conductivity

measurements. The bars were sintered at 1400 �C for 5h to

burn out the pore forming additives. Gold wires were attached

to the samples for testing.

Exposure to hydrogen at high temperatures to reduce NiO

to Ni(metal) is the last step in fabrication of a porous cermet

anode with the final microstructure. Samples used for elec-

trical conductivity tests and BET surface area measurements

were first reduced in 100%H2 at 750 �C for 2e4 h to achieve the

cermet anode structure similar to that produced under typical

fuel cell conditions.

2.2. Characterization

The microstructure of the cermet Ni-BZCYYb anode sup-

ported cell was examined using a thermally assisted field

emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, LEO 1530). BET

surface area per weight (m2/g) was measured using a Micro-

meritics Tristar II 3020 surface area analyzer (nitrogen).

The Archimedes method, using water as fluid, was used to

measure porosity. Samples were dried overnight and weighed

to determine the dry weight. To increase water infiltration for

the submerged and wet sample measurements, samples were

held under vacuum for 2h before water was added. Surface

area per total anode volume (mm2/mm3) was calculated using

the density calculations taken from data collected by the

Archimedes method.

The electrical conductivity was calculated from resistance

measurements on Ni-BZCYYb bar samples collected using the

4-probe method.
For fuel cell performance evaluation, the button cell was

sealed (Ceramabond 552, Aremco) onto an alumina fuel cell

testing fixture, with humidified hydrogen (3% H2O) as fuel and

ambient air as oxidant at 750 �C, 700 �C, and 650 �C. The cell

was tested using an Arbin multi-channel electrochemical

testing system (MSTAT). A fuel flow rate of 30 sccm was used

for testing all cells. Fuel utilization for the best performing

cell was approximately 7%, limited primarily by the small

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.09.027
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Table 1 e Ni-BZCYYb cermet anode porosity and surface
area per total anode volume (mm2/mm3) based on pore
forming content.

Cermet precursor pore
former (wt%)

Ni-BZCYYb anode
porosity

Surface area
(mm2/mm3)

0 0.37 2430

10 0.42 2000

20 0.50 1428
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effective area of the anode. The cells were first stabilized at

750 �C for about 100h before electrochemical performance test

and each condition was repeated in two test cells.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ni-BZCYYb anode microstructure

Backscattered electron SEM images of each of the anode

samples are shown in Fig. 1. The samples were filled with

epoxy and polished to determine the porosity on one focal

plane. In the images, the dark-gray phase is epoxy, the light-

gray phase is BZCYYb, and the mid-gray phase is Ni(metal).

Dark, irregular patches in the images are caused by epoxy

pull-out during polishing. Narrow channels between the

Ni(metal) and BZCYYb phases can be seen.

Porosity in the Ni-BZCYYb anodes (Fig. 1) increased, as

expected, with the amount of pore former added to the

precursor powders (Table 1). However, the surface area per

total anode volume decreased with porosity. After reduction,

the Ni-BZCYYb-20 anode achieved 50% porosity, a value

comparable to optimized YSZ cell anodes, which allows us to

compare our Ni-BZCYYb-20 anode cell to the optimized YSZ

cell from the literature [20]. The Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode achieved

37% porosity, much less than the standard anode porosity in

YSZ based cells. The Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode also has the highest
Fig. 2 e Electrical conductivity of Ni-BZCYYb-0 (37%

porosity), Ni-BZCYYb-10 (42% Porosity), and Ni-BZCYYb-20

(50% Porosity) under reducing atmosphere measured using

a 4-probe technique.
surface area per total anode volume. Each anode has

a constant Ni:BZCYYb volume ratio, therefore the difference

in grain size in the Ni-BZCYYb anodes is due to difference of

fabrication with and without pore former.

Porosity is formed in the anode in two ways: first by the

burning of pore forming additives during firing, leaving large,

round pores, and second by the reduction of NiO to Ni upon

exposure to a fuel at high temperatures, leaving long chan-

nels of pores between the Ni(metal) phase and the BZCYYb

phase. Pore forming additives can create large pores, bene-

ficial to water vapor diffusion through the anode of an

oxygen anion conducting SOFC, however, the large round

“pockets” of pores have low surface area to volume ratio.

Porosity due to pore former burnout is created during the

sintering step of the fabrication process. Next, during the

reduction of NiO to Ni(metal), a 41.2% reduction in volume of

the NiO phase occurs [19]. As oxygen diffuses out of the NiO

during the reduction, the nickel particles shrink and “pull-

away” from the surrounding BZCYYb framework. Narrow
Fig. 3 e A.) SEM (secondary electron) images of a typical

cross-sectional view of an anode supported test cell with

a configuration of Ni-BZCYYb/BZCYYb/LSCF-BZCYYb

(electrolyte thickness [ w15 mm for all test cells) and,

B.) Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode microstructure after reduction in

hydrogen at 750 �C for 2 h.
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channels form between the phases, creating long, narrow

pores with high surface area to volume ratio. If pore forming

additives are used, both mechanisms create pores in the

sample. In the Ni-BZCYYb-0 sample (without pore former),

only NiO reduction to Ni(metal) contributed to the anode

porosity.

Because pore formation in the NiO reduction occurs after

the pore forming additive burn-out (corn starch), the pores

formed in the NiO reduction are affected by the pores formed

from the pore forming additive (corn starch) burnout. The

large, round “pockets” of pores formed by the corn starch

allow the oxygen to easily diffuse out of the NiO particles and

the anode. However, in the sample with no pores before

reduction, the oxygenmust take a tortuous path to diffuse out

of the NiO particle and the anode. This results in more intri-

cate microstructures on the surface of the nickel particles [19]

and more channels of pores surrounding the Ni(metal) parti-

cles, which leads to higher surface area.

High surface area per total anode volume is important in

anodes for SOFCs. More surface area provides more open sites

for anode reactions and can lead to increased length of triple

phase boundaries, although quantification of TPB length is

difficult and was not attempted in this study. As seen from

Table 1, the Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode (37% porosity) developed the

largest surface area per volume.
Fig. 4 e Typical I-V curves and calculated power densities for Ni

LSCF-BZCYYb, and Ni-BZCYYb-20/BZCYYb/LSCF-BZCYYb cells a

the peak power densities of each cell at all testing temperature
3.2. Ni-BZCYYb cermet anode electrical conductivity

Ni-BZCYYb anode electrical conductivity was measured using

the 4 probe method (Fig. 2). For optimal anode performance,

the nickel phase must provide a contiguous pathway

throughout the anode to remove electrons from the hydrogen

oxidation process at the TPBs. As porosity increases, the nickel

particles are less interconnected, decreasing the electrical

conductivity. The conductivity in the anodes of 37% and 42%

porosity are sufficient for high anodeperformance andare also

significantly higher than that of the anode with 50% porosity.

The percolation threshold of nickel (metal) in Ni-YSZ

cermet anodes is approximately 35 vol% [27]. The electrical

conductivity data in this work suggests that the nickel (metal)

content in the Ni-BZCYYb cermet anodes with 37% and 42%

porosity is above the percolation threshold due to high

volume fraction of nickel (metal). However, the significant

drop in conductivity of the Ni-BZCYYb-20 sample implies that

the nickel (metal) content is in the region of the percolation

threshold.

3.3. SOFC performance

Fig. 3A reveals a cross-sectional view of a test cell with

a configuration of Ni-BZCYYb-0/BZCYYb/LSCF-BZCYYb. All
-BZCYYb-0/BZCYYb/LSCF-BZCYYb, Ni-BZCYYb-10/BZCYYb/

t A.) 750 �C, B.) 700 �C, and C.) 650 �C; and D.) A summary of

s.
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the Ni-BZCYYb anode supported cells have a dense electrolyte

of w15 mm thick. The Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode microstructure,

after reduction, is represented in Fig. 3B. The high magnifi-

cation inset reveals the narrow channel porosity formed after

NiO reduction to Ni (metal). Fig. 4 shows some typical

performance data at 650 �C, 700 �C, and 750 �C for three cells

based on BZCYYb with anodes of different porosity and

microstructure: (A) a Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode (without pore

former), (B) a Ni-BZCYYb-10 anode (with 10% pore former),

and (C) a Ni-BZCYYb-20 anode (with 20% pore former). The

detailed microscopic features of the anodes with different

amount of pore former are shown in Fig. 1. The highest

performance is observed in the cell with the Ni-BZCYYb-

0 anode (without pore former, 37% porosity). Peak power

densities of 1.20 W/cm2, 1.02 W/cm2, and .73 W/cm2 were

observed at 750 �C, 700 �C, and 650 �C, respectively. At 750 �C,
the cell with the Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode outperformed the cell

with the Ni-BZCYYb-10 anode by 20% and the one with the

Ni-BZCYYb-20 anode cell, with the anode porosity comparable

to conventional YSZ based cell anodes, by 30%. The peak

power densities observed under different conditions are

summarized in Fig. 4D.

The straightness of the I-V curves suggest that concentra-

tion polarization in these cells is relatively small, an indica-

tion of sufficient porosity for gas transport of fuel and reaction

products in all three samples. The electrical conductivity data

suggests that increased contiguity of the nickel phase in the

37% porosity sample does not lead to a significant improve-

ment in electrical conductivity over the 42% porosity sample.

Therefore, the small improvement in electrical conductivity

may have little impact on anode performance. Accordingly,

the increased performance in the cell with the anode fabri-

cated without the use of pore former is attributed primarily to

the unique microstructure which forms during NiO reduction

when no pore former is present. It appears that the narrow

channel pores derived from reduction of NiO to Ni (metal)

alone would be sufficient for hydrogen transport through the

anode for proton conducting SOFCs. The cell with Ni-BZCYYb-

0 anodewas tested at 0.7 V for over 100 h at 750 �C and showed

no obvious degradation. The stability test data is plotted

in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 e BZCYYb based fuel cell with Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode

(without pore former) tested at 0.7 V and 750 �C for 100h.
4. Conclusions

Because water is formed at the cathode side for a proton

conducting SOFC, the anode for such a cell requires less

porosity than oxygen anion conducting SOFCs, where the

water is formed at the anode side. The reduction of NiO to

Ni(metal) alone produces sufficient porosity for fast fuel

diffusion to the triple phase boundary reaction sites in the

anode for SOFCs with significant proton conduction. The

microstructure formed by Ni(metal) “pull-away” from the ion-

conducting phase during reduction forms narrow channels of

pores instead of large, round pores left by pore forming

additives. The increased surface area (and TPBs) per volume

in the anode fabricated with no pore former, Ni-BZCYYb-

0 (37% porosity), leads to increased activity for SOFC reac-

tions. The high surface area, low porosity Ni-BZCYYb-0 anode

was tested alongside anodes fabricated using pore forming

additives and a large increase in performance was observed at

temperature ranges of 650 �Ce750 �C. Peak power densities of

0.73W/cm2 and 1.2W/cm2 were observed at 650 �C and 750 �C,
respectively, for proton conducting SOFCs based on low

porosity, high specific surface area nickel-cermet anodes.

Therefore, the conventional porosity (w55%) for YSZ based

oxygen anion SOFC anodes should not be used in proton

conducting SOFCs. This study finds that a significantly lower

porosity (w37%) is optimal for SOFCs based on proton

conductors.
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